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The S&P 500 Index rose 2.33% in June, recording its fifth consecutive monthly gain and reaching another all-time
high.¹ For the first half of 2021, the S&P 500 was up 15.24%.¹ Investors shrugged off fears of inflation with the growth
and tech sectors rotating back to their former leadership positions. The NASDAQ-100 Index hit an all-time high during
the month with a gain of 6.40%; the index is up 13.34% year-to-date.¹ The renewed interest in the growth and tech
sectors came at the expense of cyclical stocks. The Dow Jones Industrial Average eked out a gain of 0.02% for June,
although year-to-date the index is still up 13.79%.¹ Representing small cap stocks, the Russell 2000 Index has beaten the
other indices since the beginning of the year with a year-to-date gain of 17.53% and a 1.94% gain in June.
After the June mid-month meeting of the U.S. Federal Reserve (Fed), investors were encouraged that the Fed made no
move to slow its rate of bond purchases, nor did the Fed give any hint as to when it might do so. The bond market’s
reaction reflected the Fed’s statements that the current spike in inflation would prove transitory. Interest rates declined
after the Fed meeting and remained lower into the end of the month. The yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury Note fell to
1.45% from 1.62% at the beginning of June.²
The continued stability of interest rates provided support for the historically elevated absolute equity valuations.
However, investor sentiment deteriorated in June as investors showed increased optimism (negative from a contrary
point of view) with the rebound in high-profile growth stocks. Margin debt climbed to a new all-time high and the
Conference Board’s Consumer Confidence Index rose to its highest level since February 2020,³ reflecting renewed
investor optimism, which is negative from a contrary point of view.
While Fed policy remains accommodative and credit spreads continue to be narrow, the Fed signaled a faster-thanexpected pace of policy tightening at their June meeting. The central bank’s dot plot, which the Fed uses to indicate its
outlook for the path of interest rates, suggests two interest rate hikes by the end of 2023 as opposed to no hike until
2024, which was signaled back in March. The investment team will be closely watching its interest rate rate-of-change
indicators and credit spreads for any change in the favorable monetary policy and credit environment, particularly prior
to the Fed’s meeting in Jackson Hole later this summer.
Due to the reemergence of relative strength in the tech and growth sectors, the team eliminated exposure to energy,
financials, materials and gold miners during the month and replaced these areas with exposure to the large cap tech
sector. At month’s end, the portfolio was invested in large cap stocks with exposure to the technology sector.
The team would lower market exposure if interest rates were once again to rise significantly or if the team’s volume and
breadth momentum models turn negative. The team would raise market exposure if investor sentiment becomes more
pessimistic (positive from a contrary point of view), interest rates and credit spreads remain stable, and the team’s
volume and breadth models continue to be positive.
Our assessment of the four pillars of our investment process is as follows:
Valuation: The S&P 500 median price-earnings (P/E) ratio has climbed above its 2002 peak and remains in overvalued
territory. If profits continue to meet or exceed expectations in the first half of 2021, we could be witnessing a cyclical
peak in this ratio.4 A peak in the P/E ratio coming a year or more after the stock market bottom is entirely consistent
with stock market history.
Monetary factors and credit conditions: Interest rates declined in June. The 10-year U.S. Treasury Note closed the
month with a 1.45% yield, down from the 1.62% yield at the beginning of the month. The team’s 26-week rate of
change for the Moody’s Corporate Baa Bond Index yield remained elevated and in borderline negative territory,5 but a
continued stabilization or decline in interest rates would alleviate this condition. On the other hand, a rise in rates would
likely push this indicator deeper into negative territory.
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The maxim “Don’t fight the Fed” has been a good guide since the start of the bull market over a year ago. And despite the
Fed’s more hawkish comments at their June 2021 meeting, interest rates have remained stable and credit spreads
narrow. This could change rapidly, but for now the bond market is not fighting the Fed.
Sentiment: Investor sentiment deteriorated in late June. Investors became more optimistic as the growth and tech sectors
once again rallied back with new highs in the S&P 500 and the NASDAQ-100. The Ned Davis Research Crowd Sentiment
Poll remained elevated and in negative territory in June.2
Margin debt has reached a new record high and the 15-month rate of change of margin debt has risen into the excessive
speculation zone.† This measure is now at its highest level since the 2008-09 financial crisis.
Momentum: “Don’t fight the tape” has been the watchword for momentum. The rotational aspect of the market’s rise
brought tech and growth stocks to the forefront in June. Currently, the team’s volume and breadth models are in positive
territory and the divergences we have seen are largely the result of the market’s rotating leadership. Nonetheless, we would
point out that while the S&P 500 hit a new all-time high during the month, only 50.6% of all stocks were above their 10
week moving averages.†† This type of divergence, if it persists, usually indicates some type of stock market correction.
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Broadmark Asset Management LLC (“Broadmark”) is a registered investment advisor. The views expressed contain certain
forward-looking statements Broadmark believes these forward-looking statements to be reasonable, although they are forecasts
and actual results may be meaningfully different. This material represents an assessment of the market at a particular time and is
not a guarantee of future results. This information should not be relied upon by the reader as research or investment advice
regarding any particular security.
Prices, quotes and other statistics have been obtained from sources we believe to be reliable, but Broadmark cannot guarantee
their accuracy or completeness. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice.
Indexes shown for illustrative purposes only. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.
The specific securities identified and described do not represent all of the securities purchased, sold, or recommended for
advisory clients, and the reader should not assume that investments in the securities identified and discussed were or will be
profitable.
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